
SCHEDULE
Date Topic

1. Wed 28.02. Lec-1: Introduction
2. Mon 04.03. Lec-2: Crystal Chemistry & Tolerance parameter
3. Mon 04.03. EXERCISE 1
4. Wed 06.03. Lec-3: Crystal Chemistry & BVS
5. Fri 08.03. Lec-4: Symmetry & Point Groups
6. Mon 11.03. EXERCISE 2
7. Wed 20.03. Lec-5: Crystallography & Space Groups (Linda)
8. Fri 22.03. Lec-6: XRD & Reciprocal lattice (Linda)
9. Mon 25.03. EXERCISE 3 (Linda)

10. Thu 04.04. Lec-7: Rietveld (Linda)
11. Fri 05.04. EXERCISE 4: Rietveld (Linda)

Mon 08.04. EXERCISE 4: Rietveld (Linda)
12. Thu 11.04. Lec-8: ND & GI-XRD
13.     Fri 12.04. Lec-9: XRR (Topias)
14. Mon 15.04. EXERCISE 5: XRR (Topias)

Wed 17.04. EXERCISE 5: XRR (Topias)
15.     Mon 22.04. Lec-10: Synchrotron radiation & XAS & EXAFS
16. Wed 24.04. Mössbauer (to 25.10)
17. Fri 26.04. EXERCISE 6
18. Mon 29.04. Seminars:
19. Fri 03.05. Seminars:
20. Mon 06.05. ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION/QUESTION POSSIBILITY



INSTRUCTIONS for SEMINAR PRESENTATION
 Topics: XPS, IR, Raman, HRTEM, ED, EELS, SEM, AFM
 Seminar presentation is mandatory
 Given individually or in a group of two students
 Evaluated in the scale: 10 ~ 20 points
 Presentation is given in English, and the slides will be put up in

MyCourses afterwards
 Presentation: 25+5 minutes
 Rough content of the presentation:

- principle of the technique(s)
- type of information gained
- interpretation of the measured data
- pros & cons
- two to four research examples

(you will be given some relevant research papers for an example)



https://cdn.britannica.com/45/7445-050-BB332C27/version-periodic-table-elements.jpg
https://cdn.britannica.com/45/7445-050-BB332C27/version-periodic-table-elements.jpg


LECTURE 2: CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY - 1

 Unit-cell composition:
atomic coordinates, multiplicities & occupancies

 Ionic radius:
dependence on V (valence) & CN (coordination number)

 Tolerance factor concept:
prediction of stability, distortions & redox behaviour



Spiral

CRYSTAL
 Regularity of small building units in

crystalline solids was predicted already
in 17th century based on the beautifully
symmetric shapes of macroscopic
crystals

 Experimentally this was verified in 1912
by showing that crystals work as 3D
diffraction gratings for X-rays (with
wavelength of the same order as the
distances of atoms in crystals)

 Interatomic distances in crystals are of
Ångström-scale: 1 Å = 10-10 m = 0.1 nm

 On the right, the tiny crystal (grown
from flux by my students) is a single
crystal of the record-high Tc (135 K) Hg-
Ba-Ca-Cu-O superconductor; crystal
structure shown below
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WHAT WE LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT
THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
 unit cell
 lattice parameters
 symmetry
 space group
 number of formula units in unit cell
 etc.
CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY
 coordination numbers
 coordination polyhedra
 bond lengths/angles
 occupancy factors
 etc.
This lecture is of crystal chemistry !

Partially vacant



NUMBER of ATOMS in UNIT CELL

 atom inside unit cell: belongs only to one unit cell → 1
 atom on unit cell face: belongs to two unit cells → 0.5
 atom on unit cell edge: belongs to four unit cells → 0.25
 atom on unit cell corner: belongs to eight unit cells → 0.125



How the atoms are located in the structure depends on:

 relative sizes of atoms/ions
 charges (oxidation states) of ions
 nature of chemical bonds (involvement of different orbitals)

NEXT WE BRIEFLY RECALL & DISCUSS:
- Ion size (ionic radius) and how it affects the structure



IONIC RADIUS
 It is not possible to measure ionic

radius values directly

 The values are estimated (using
statistical techniques) for each ion
from a large experimental data set for
bond lengths between many pairs of
two different elements in different
(ionic) compounds

 These are tabulated; there are several
different ionic radius tables; the most
commonly used one is: R.D. Shannon,
Acta Cryst. A 32, 751 (1976)

 There are relatively large diffrences in
ionic radii among different ions

 For the same element, ionic radius
depends on the oxidation state and
coordination number
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Linus Pauling was the first to
predict crystal structures based
on relative (cation versus anion)
ionic radii

Pauling’s Rule for binary AB compounds
rC/rA < 0.155 CN = 2
0.155 < rC/rA < 0.225 CN = 3
0.225 < rC/rA < 0.414 CN = 4
0.414 < rC/rA < 0.732 CN = 6
0.732 < rC/rA < 1.00 CN = 8
rC/rA > 1.00 CN = 12

QUESTION: what are the
coordination numbers (CN) in ZnS,
NaCl and CsCl ?

http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/struk.picts/b1.s.png
http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/struk.picts/b2.s.png


COMMON EXAMPLE OF DISTORTIONS in ABO3

 For the better A/B ionic radius match, oxygen atoms often move from
their ideal positions such that the BO6 octahedra e.g. get tilted

 There are many other ways for oxygen atoms to get displaced
 These distortions affect many properties (magnetic, ferroelectric, etc.)

A A

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.researchgate.net%2Ffigure%2FA-A-single-2D-layer-of-perovskite-octahedra-in-the-high-symmetry-cubic-phase-viewed_fig1_329068189&psig=AOvVaw1U8aEqZlpwZl308J_bp-Ps&ust=1599389664448000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLi7mIbt0esCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAg


Another approach:
TOLERANCE FACTOR (t)
 1926 Goldschmidt

V.M. Goldschmidt , “Geochemische Vertailungsgesetze der Elemente”,
Skrifter Norske Videnskaps-Akad, Oslo, I. Mat-Naturr. K1 (1926)

 t: measure for the degree of mismatch between two different
atomic layers: at t = 1, perfect match

 Calculated from preferred bond lengths

 Preferred bond lengths are estimated from ionic radii (Shannon)

 Developed first for the perovskite structure, later extended to
other structures as well

 To understand the stability of the structures and the creation of
different distortions/defects (e.g. oxygen vacancies)

Victor Moritz Goldschmidt
(1888-1947)



Tolerance factor for
ABO3 perovskite

a/2

t = 1 : ideal matching (0.80 < t < 1.05 possible)
t < 1 : A is too small  changes in oxygen position
t > 1 : B is too small  B is reduced  oxygen vacancies

(rA+rO)
t = ___________

2 (rB+rO)

A

B

O
2 a/2

a

t = 1 t < 1



Changes in
atomic positions

Oxygen
deficiencyIDEAL

t = 1 t < 1 t > 1

(rA+rO)
t = ___________

2 (rB+rO)
NOTE:
Oxygen vacancies
can be random or
ordered (as below)



HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE: Ferromagnetic (Ba/Sr/Ca)BO3

 Ferromagnetic transition temperature (TC) highest when strong B-O-B
interactions: short bond length and non-tilted bonding

 LEFT: with the largest A = Ba cation, ideal perovskite structure, B-O-B bond
angle 180 oC, but B-O bond length long → TC = 320 K

 MIDDLE: with the intermediate-sized A = Sr cation, ideal perovskite structure,
B-O-B bond angle 180 oC, and B-O bond length shorter → TC = 400 K

 RIGHT: with the smallest A = Ca cation, tilted perovskite structure, B-O bond
length short, but the B-O-B bond angle < 180 oC → TC = 370 K


